M3 Soft Wiring Systems

M3 Soft Wiring System is very flexible as it’s simply a matter of ‘plug’n’play’ and adding on to the system wherever required. Further savings are realised when the entire office configuration is revised or cleared for new tenants, as the entire M3 system can be removed and reused. This significantly reduces rewiring and material costs (especially copper) for the investor and new occupants.

Soft Wiring Systems shall:

• Comply with the requirements of AS3000 for installation cabling
• Comprise an installation coupler system that complies with the requirements of AS/NZS61535.1:2003.

Soft Wired Single Phase Socket Outlets shall:

• Comprise a double-pole 10A automatic switched socket, double-pole with neon indicator and three-pin plug base with flat Earth pin, mounted under one of the optional impact-resistant, polycarbonate flush plates – MM10SW-37,36,35,or 34 standard Series, MM10SW-SC2 or for Slimline Classic Series MM10SW-SN2 or for Saturn Series
• Be Manufactured in accordance with AS/NZS61535.1, AS/NZS3100, AS/NZS3112 and AS/NZS3133.
• Be vertically or horizontally mounted where directed
• Be flush mounted within a duct or ducted partition system
• Be flush mounted within a thick panel partition system with MM10SW-30 or 31 Series mounting brackets
• Be labelled NO RCD PROTECTION on outlets connected to circuits which are not protected by a residual current device.
• M3 DALI Control Soft Wiring is a flexible ‘plug and play’ wiring solution for the connection of power and dimming voltages for luminaires and control hardware.

M3 DALI Soft Wiring Systems shall:

• Comply with the requirements of AS3000 for installation cabling
• Comprise an installation coupler system that complies with the requirements of AS/NZS61535.1:2003
• M3 Canalis have been designed to work together with the M3 Soft Wiring Series, ensuring the electrical installation is both optimised and has a high-performance.